Welcome to the Executive Lounge

General Schedule: Open from 6:00 to 00:00.

Exclusive Access:
• Guest hosted on the Executive Floor.
• Bonvoy Members: Platinum Elite, Titanium Elite, Ambassador Elite and one (1) companion.*
  * For additional guest please check prices.

• Access to unaccompanied minors under 16 is not allowed.
• The products on display should be consumed in the lounge, not allowing them to be taken outside, likewise, the entrance with products from outside will be not admitted.
• We appreciate the use of proper clothing, please refrain from dressing in a bathrobe, sleepers and swimwear.
  * The hotel reserves the right of admission to any guest who does not meet the standards or generates with their behaviour, inconvenience or claims by other guests.

Schedules:
Continental Breakfast: 6:00am to 6:30am.
Breakfast Buffet: 6:30am to 11:00am.
Continuous Snack (Salads, Pastries, Fruit): 11:00am to 11:00pm.
Alcoholic beverages (beer, wine): 1:00pm-Closing.
Hot snack: 5:30pm-7:30pm.
Cava on request.

* Food station will retire at 11 pm. However, there will be snacks and drinks until 00:00 (midnight).